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Outline

• The ideal MHD equations: postulating the basic 
equations, assumptions made, scale independence,
what is a physical model?

• Magnetic flux: flux tubes, flux conservation

• Conservation laws: conservation form of the 
equations, conserved quantities

• Discontinuities: shocks and jump conditions, boundary 
conditions for interface plasmas

• Model problems: laboratory & astrophysical models

• Applicability issues



Based on…

"Principles of 
Magnetohydrodynamics:
with applications to laboratory 
and astrophysical plasmas",
J.P. Goedbloed and S. Poedts
Cambridge University Press, 2004.
ISBN 0 521 62347 2 (hardback),
ISBN 0 521 62607 2 (paperback).



Postulating the basic equations

MHD equations can be introduced by 
• averaging the kinetic equations by moment expansion 

and closure through transport theory
• just posing them as postulates for a hypothetical 

medium called ‘plasma’ and use physical arguments 
and mathematical criteria to justify the result. 
[ There is nothing suspicious about posing the basic equations. That is 
what is actually done with all basic equations in physics. ]

In the second approach, since the MHD equations 
describe the motion of a conducting fluid interacting with a 
magnetic field, we need to combine Maxwell’s equations 
with the equations of gas dynamics and provide equations 
describing the interaction.



The ideal MHD equations
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Consequences of pre-Maxwell



Basic MHD equations



Scale independence



Scales of actual plasmas



A crucial question



Flux tubes



Magnetic flux



Conservation form



Conservation



Effect of gravity on conservation



Global conservation laws



Jump conditions



Shock formation (1/2)



Shock formation (2/2)



Deriving jump conditions



MHD jump conditions…



… in the shock frame



Different discontinuities



Contact discontinuities



Tangential discontinuities



Model problems



Laboratory plasma models



Model I



Model II



Astrophysical plasmas



Model IV



Model V



Model VI



Basic assumptions/applicability
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Basic assumptions/applicability

• Macroscopic behaviour, i.e.
l0 >> typical microscopic length scales (Ri, Re, D, …)

• One single fluid
e.g. cold plasmas: not fully ionised multi-fluid

• Electrically quasi-neutral, i.e. 
|Zni-ne| << ni, ne      D << l0

• Non-relativistic speeds:
v << c

• Thermodynamic equilibrium with distribution function
close to Maxwellian, i.e. 

t0 >> collision times, l0 >> mean free path length

• Equations written in inertial system 
(e.g. rotation: Coriolis and centrifugal forces to be added)



Next: MHD waves & instabilities

… after the coffee break!


